Jeep wrangler dome light switch

The overhead light will turn on when a door is opened. It may also be turned on by rotating the
control for the dimmer switch on the multifunction lever fully upward. The overhead light will
automatically turn off in approximately 10 minutes if a door is left open or the dimmer control is
left in the dome light position. Turn the ignition switch ON to restore the overhead light
operation. The courtesy and dome lights will turn on when the front doors are opened, by
rotating the control for the dimmer switch on the multifunction lever fully upward, or if
equipped, when the UNLOCK button is pressed on the Remote Keyless Entry RKE transmitter.
The sports bar reading lights available on four-door models can be turned on by pressing the
switches, located on either side of the lens. Press a switch a second time to turn the light off.
Sports Bar Reading Light. The rear cargo light may be turned on by pressing the lens. Press the
lens a second time to turn the light off. Rear Cargo Light. When a door is open and the interior
lights are on, rotating the dimmer control to the extreme bottom position will cause all the
interior lights to turn off. Cleaning Plastic Instrument Cluster Lenses The lenses in front of the
instruments in this vehicle are molded in clear plastic. When cleaning the lenses, care must be
taken to avoid scratching the plastic. Clean with a wet, soft rag. From the front, it most
resembles the Liberty, while the rear bears Grand Cherokee-style taillights. However, the side
ha Patriot in the Market The Patriot isn't Jeep's worst vehicle that would be the Compass, a
rounded-off on-road model that shares the Patriot's platform and shortcomings but none of its
strengths , but the Patriot is no See also: Cleaning Plastic Instrument Cluster Lenses The lenses
in front of the instruments in this vehicle are molded in clear plastic. For those not in the know,
removing the doors on a warm day or for a bit of fun can lead to a dead battery. First off, pop
the switch out of the door and set it aside. As a replacement, [Tim Nummy] has managed to
salvage a door light switch from an old Mercedes. Many machines and appliances use this same
type of switch in their safety interlocks as a service position. Check out his how-to video after
the break! There you have it! The new switch works with no further modifications required! Best
of all, the switch resumes normal operation when the doors are replaced. There are a few other
ways to hack your Jeep for ease of use â€” before you drive it to destruction. This is a fantastic
hack. Tidy, non-permanent, and using what are presumably high quality OEM components to
get the job done. Love it. The biodegradable aspect of PLA is greatly overestimated. And at any
rate, ABS has really falen out of fashion for a number of reasons anymore. Sleet, rain, sun,
hotter than hell, below freezing. Still fine. But at worst is I literally lose my lunch. If anyone is
thinking of doing the same â€” a bunch of volvos have a similar feature. Push the door switch in
and twist the head gently clockwise. When you close the door, it pushes it in a little bit more,
unwinds, and operates as normal. Volvo even put a heavy-duty sealing boot over the switch,
which I imagine Jeep owners would appreciate. Walk into any junkyard, push the switch in, see
if it turns and stays in. If it does, you have yourself a winner. Just twist the interior light switch
that located on the turn signal stalk and turn them off. Is that not even available as an option on
the Wrangler? You know, like 0. I have a wrangler sport and this is not an issue. If you take the
doors of the done light does not come on unless you use the done light switch. No doors and in
case of an accident much less protection. Jeeps warning stickers and manual specifically state
that the doors and roof are for protection from the elements and to not rely on them to contain
the occupants or provide protection. I never have had a problem working on my Grand
Cherokees I have 3 of them myself. Not to mention the cost of trying to source repair parts for a
year-old exotic short-run pacific rim vehicle like the Lanos vs. With contacts at the hinge, door
comes off, open circuit. No brainer. Myself i stuff come connectors in the fuse socket, added an
inline fuse holder and wired up a switch that hides under the drive dash next to the obd-ii
connector. What year wranglers have this problem? All you have to do is pull your door switch
and not put it in and the dome light will stay off and will still work with your dash switch.
Original owner of 3 yrs now and has never been in the shop for anything. Mine sees as much
off-road as pavement. Took almost 5 minutes to installâ€¦BUTâ€¦this is still a great idea! But
after watching the video, it became clear that this method, using this special king of switch, is
actually very elegant. Non issue! Clips for this have been out for a long time for this. Easy to
use and cheap compared to expensive change to switch. Not an issue on my 94 YJ â€” It does
not have a dome light. It is a lot of fun to get into at night!! Paranoid owners need not apply :.
The instrument panel dome light switch on the vehicles I ever owned or operated, only allows
one to turn on the dome light when the doors are closed, not turn off the dome light if the doors
are open or removed. He found that a. It worked okay, until the time he slammed the door! That
switch has a mechanism on it where you push it in and twist it, and it locks in place for just this
reason. Am I the only one that ever noticed that? This is not an issue on any JK When doors are
removed you have to unplug them, and the dome light does not stay on. Please be kind and
respectful to help make the comments section excellent. Comment Policy. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. By using our website and

services, you expressly agree to the placement of our performance, functionality and
advertising cookies. Learn more. Report comment. This problem was solved at least 30 years
ago. Removing the fuse!?!? Cheep Cheep Bad electrical system nooo Jeeps not known for this.
Nice hack. Sweet to find the right kind of switch to do it with. But this just reinforces everything
I know and have heard of Jeep engineering and marketing. Looks like the original switch has
some threads in it. You could just print a cap. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Search Search for:.
Hackaday Links: February 21, 6 Comments. Forum Rules. Recent Threads GC 4. Reader Rides.
Page 1 of 2 1 2 Jump to page:. Thread: Wrangler Dome Light Switch. Wrangler Dome Light
Switch For months now I've been trying to find a way to take the doors off my Wrangler and
have the dome lights stay off. I tried buying little spring loaded contraptions that would attempt
to keep the door pins depressed, but they would pop right off, threatening to put someone's eye
out. I also tried pulling the door fuse, which works, but you'll need the fingers of a 6 year old
boy to fit in there. This device is so simple that it's brilliant. You replace the door fuse with two
leads that go to a switch mounted under the dash in reach of the driver. There's an inline fuse to
protect your circuit, and the construction of the harness is great. You can find this switch by
going to Quadratec's website and looking for "dome light switch". The verdict - I love this thing.
Install instructions and kit contents Install instructions and the contents of the kit. Install To
install the kit, first remote the glove box. Attached Thumbnails. Install the harness Now, you
locate the proper fuse the legend is on the back of the glove box , remove it, and plug in the new
harness. The switch At this point, you are supposed to install the door switch supplied by the
kit. I however wanted to one-up the makers of this kit, by using my own switch. I purchased a
jeep rear wiper switch on ebay, and installed that in the center console. Purely personal
preference on my part. Re: Wrangler Dome Light Switch. Originally Posted by KrazyJeeper. Join
Date Feb Posts 6. Re: Wrangler Dome Light Switch I bought this also and used the supplied
switch mounted to a screw under the glove box. Absolutely worth the money. The center
console switch you purchased from ebay, did it have the wire stubs already connected or was
there a connector you purchased to plug into the switch? The previous owner just pulled the
switch out, and cut the wires, so I got the switch, along with the plug and 6" of wires. Simply
pull the fuse and the lights go out. Additionally, the lights come on for 10 seconds anytime you
turn off the key to assist in getting out, as if the doors are opened. And, the switch on the
blinker still works to turn on the dome lights. This is for 05 model atleast. The sole purpose of
the fuse is so you can remove the doors or use soft doors. Originally Posted by Dakotanative.
Why install the switch? Join Date Mar Posts 3. Originally Posted by jeepv I want to do the same
exact thing in my 05 tj. Re: Wrangler Dome Light Switch i like your idea though. Re: Wrangler
Dome Light Switch but if i get a different rocker switch will i need anything additional? Forum
related. By Heloise in forum General Chat. Replies: 5 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 17 Last Post: ,
PM. Replies: 7 Last Post: , AM. Dome light issues By bmsgolf in forum Wrangler and CJ.
Replies: 0 Last Post: , PM. Join thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems
and more. You'll be able to meet friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep.
All times are GMT The time now is PM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password?
Don't have an account yet? See more product details. Skip to main content. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Gold Coast Distributing. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts
on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Gold Coast Distributing. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the
other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Gold Coast Distributing. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured
items you may like. Register a free business account. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great addition to my TJ. Style matches existing center
stack switches. My only con is the "dome light" lettering does not illuminate with the headlight

switch like the factory switches, but it's a small issue that I can easily overlook. Helps eliminate
the issue of pulling the door light fuse each time you remove the doors. Was able to add this in
the empty slot in my TJ. Pulled the dome light fuse and added a inline fuse from the power side
of the fuse slot to red wire of this switch and connected the white wire to the load side of the
fuse slot. Didn't connect the black wire as that would light out the switch all the time. Only
downside is it's a normal switch so when I want the dome light in the on position the switch is
down and when i override the dome light when doors are off the switch is up. But that doesn't
affect the functionality, just bothers my OCD. Great switch love the look on my TJ I have two of
them. Fits right in the factory spot without problems. There's a small light that comes on when
the switch is in the on position. This light does not distract me at driving at night at all. Came
with wiring diagram. I took one star off because it doesn't move much from on and off positions.
Needs a little push to get it on so you can't easily "accidentally" turn it on. Images in this
review. Suited my purpose. However, the switch must be engaged to turn OFF the dome lights.
Intuitively this should be the opposite. The wstich also seems a bit flimsy. Got this so I can turn
off my sound bar lights without pulling a fuse when I've got the doors off. Works great, matches
the dash switches. The light on my switch never did work but it gets the job done so I can't
complain. Very well made product. Have not installed it yet. The ad and reality are different.
Requires extra parts and wiring to make it work. I thought it was a plug and play type deal. I am
sure when I get around to installing it, it will work fine. The switch seems sturdy and matches
the my Jeep's other switchgear. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Tridon EP26 Flasher. Pages with related products. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
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Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. This pair of springs from Rugged Ridge are
used to hold the interior light switch in while your doors are off. One serious downside to that
ultimate driving experience is having to yank the dome light bulb out or trying to drive around
with your foot wedged so that you can depress the door jamb switch so your courtesy lights will
shut off. Well, your days of grabbing hot bulbs and wedging your foot are over. Rugged Ridge
NO Door Spring Kit is an ingenious and simple way to keep those courtesy lights off when the
doors are off. Comes in a pair. Rugged Ridge develops and sells Jeep parts accessories for the
growing Jeep and off road enthusiast market. With this know-how and experience the Rugged
Ridge pedigree is well established in the Jeep market and with the Jeep enthusiast. Realizing
that there was a need for new Jeep accessories, the Rugged Ridge brand was established in to
fill that need. Rugged Ridge has designed and manufactured over 3, products for the Jeep
market and continues to develop hundreds of additional Jeep accessories each year. Skip to
main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 5. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Extrme Off Road. Sold by. Rugged Ridge Brand: Rugged Ridge. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Buy the selected items together This item: Rugged Ridge
Ships from and sold by Extrme Off Road. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the
manufacturer. About Rugged Ridge Rugged Ridge develops and sells Jeep parts accessories
for the growing Jeep and off road enthusiast market. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Omix-ADA See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified

Purchase. I bought these for my 99 TJ wrangler. One side fit on perfect and kept lights off, other
side however would not lock into place. Some thinking got me wondering why and if I could fix
it. Log story short, it just needed to be adjusted! If yours is having sane problem follow these
simple fast steps and pictures I took. Pictures is pulling the switch out 4 and 5 shows its too
short for spring to fit all the way 6 is me using a vice to pop the plastic ring backwords a few
snaps 7 and 8 is it fitting on 9 is enjoying lights staying off! By Joseph Mazza on April 19,
Images in this review. I removed the doors on my for the first time in its life. Works like
advertised. Installed these on 97' wrangler. It took me more time to open the package than to
install them jk. But really, a quick simple solution to still be able to use your dome light via
turning the head-light switch while having the doors removed. Pulling the fuse is a quick fix but
renders your dome light useless. As one reviewer noted you have to enough of the ribbed base
exposed to have the spring have something to clamp on to. I was fortunate to have both the
driver's and passenger's side exposed enough to have it be a quick easy install. I tried to
remove the switches and make enough slack for these to catch but it ended up being easier to
just pull the fuse when I have the doors off. I know this is just a springy thing for the push
button on the door but a single sentence or a small photo of how these work would have been
very much appreciated. After ten minutes and a bit of head scratching we figured out how they
install. They seem to work fine but the aggravation caused by the lack of instruction was more
than the product is worth once figured out. The price would be right if these came with some
guidance. Great invention to keep your door sensors turned off. They hold just barely strong
enough to keep them in place. I do find myself checking them before leaving my TJ, just to
make sure that my dome light and dash are turned off. Last thing we need is a dead battery
when we jump back in. These will stay on and tight as long as you put them on right. This is a
must have for all TJ owners. Takes all of 5 seconds to install and take off. Beats taking out the
glove box and pulling the fuse every time you pull the doors. Simple durable design. By Amazon
shopper on June 9, So far so good.. Spring tightens around switch holding it in See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I bought this I'm tired of
being riped off. I bought this because I wanted it for my Jeep. I got the package and it was open.
Report abuse. Have had them on my 04 Jeep for a couple weeks now and they're working great.
One person found this helpful. Works great on my TJ Just as described. Fonctionne bien,
simple. Report abuse Translate review to English. Pages with related products. See and discove
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